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War and peace are ancient notions, defined by international politics and law. Since the end of the 19 th
century, the development of information technologies has opened new perspectives 1. During the 90s,
cyberspace awareness rose, as a “space characterized by the use of electronics and the electromagnetic
spectrum to sell, exchange or modify data, with computer systems and associated physical structures”3.
Cyberspace poses unprecedented problems in politics and law, because it transcends conceptions of
territory and borders, rendering obsolete the definitions of war and peace. This being said, cyberspace
is ever more present in state cybersecurity strategies. Political resolve and state behavior with regards
to cyberdefense greatly influence the way war and peace are assessed in this virtual setting. The
problem is therefore the following: do the notions of war and peace make any sense in cyberspace? To
answer this question it is necessary to study first the legal and political definitions of war and peace
and, only after, why cyberspace is such a stake on both fields, from states’ point of view.

1 –Inadequacy of the traditional legal and political definitions
of war and peace, applied to cyberspace
State-centered legal definitions of war and peace, a hamper to the application of international law
within cyberspace

An armed
conflict exists as soon as « resorting to armed force occurs between several
states »4, peace being generally defined as the absence of conflict. Article 2, paragraph 4 of
the United Nations Charter forbids, between member states, resorting to “[….] threat or use of
force, either against territorial the integrity or the political independence
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Of any state [...]» . An armed aggression must be linked to a state and is characterized by its intensity
and by the fact that it threatens the territory of a State6. The applicability of international law in armed
conflicts (jus ad bellum and jus in bello7) hinges on acts being linked to involved states8, or the
identification of the territory on which hostilities take place. The notion of border is paramount and
the intensity of the conflict or the attack is of importance. This being said, a cyberconflict is
characterized by it immaterial, de-territorialized aspect10: it is located out of state borders11, because it
can originate from, or be located within the territory of several states. A cyberattack is rapid and
anonymous, and therefore difficult to link to a state12. The question of a cyberattack being a use of
force generates large debates in doctrine, is not clearly settled by law and depends on the interpretation
which is made of article 2 paragraph 4 of the Charter13. Moreover, the intensity and the damages of an
attack are hard to assess14. For the same reason, the notion of armed attack is seldom used in the case
of a cyberattack. Leaving the assessment task to the Security Council would amount to running the
risk of letting international law be blocked by a veto. Therefore, current definitions of war and peace
are a hamper in international law are a hamper on its application to cyberconflicts.
Larger political definitions, but ill-adapted to the evolution of the character of war : the need to adapt
theory to practice
Outside the law, war can be defined as « […] a conflict between political groups, namely independent
states, opposing armed forces during a long period »15. Here again, peace is understood to be the
absence of war. In politics, definitions are no longer adapted to the new parameters of armed
conflicts, such as cyberwar16. And it is gaining weight in the military strategies of states 17. Its
characteristics must therefore be assessed, according to the American Department of Defense, who
claims military vocabulary is not adapted to cyberspace. Some define cyberconflicts as « […] a
coordinated operation, led through cyberspace by a group with defined objectives, using information
and communication systems »19, which is much too vague. The definition task must take into account
the inherent tension of the notion of cyberwar. The definition of cyberwar must enable the
discrimination between military cyberattacks and others20. This definition must be sufficiently tight to
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The term cyberconflict not to be used to qualify all types of aggression21. But it must be loose enough
to characterize all cyberwars, which don’t always tick all the boxes of conventional war 22. It must
absorb all forms of “operations in computer networks”23 and take into account all the aspects of
cyberconflicts and not only its technological aspect24. Therefore, political definitions of war and peace
must be re-adapted, and adequate definitions of cyberwar and cyberpeace must be designed.

2 –Cyberspace, a major challenge for war and peace
State cybersecurity, fuelling conflicts rather than peace
The study of the United State’s or France’s cybersecurity strategies proves that states prepare
themselves to face cyberattacks and reply to them, in a kind of cyber-armament’s race27. However,
Russia and China have upheld the creation of a Conduct Code on the Internet28. Nonetheless, the
cyberattacks which targeted Estonia in 2007 were linked to Russia29, and China is one of cyberspace’s
greatest threats, for the United States30. State cybersecurity strategies must nonetheless operate in a
defensive and offensive perspective, to compensate for the asymmetric nature of cyberconflicts and
find a balance between resilience and disruption31. Limits, including legal ones, are necessary to
master the consequences of these strategies. In the absence of adapted legal and political definitions of
war and peace, those limits are impossible to set. Moreover, some states do not wish to master
cyberspace32. State cybersecurity can therefore be a source of armed conflicts33. From a constructivist
point of view, the nature of the anarchy which rules on the international system is determined by
identities, perceptions, interests and the actions of the states34. Cyberspace is a competition system, as
is shown by the cyber-armament race and the masked nature of cyberattacks, which are hardely ever
linked to a state, and which don’t constitute a direct confrontation. The challenge is therefore to
prevent this “armed cyberpeace”35 from slipping into an openly armed conflict.
Political and legal hampers to cyber-armament control
According to basic French Law, a cyberweapon is “a piece of equipment, an instrument, a computer
36
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with which it is created or used .
As is shown by the example of the Stuxnet virus38, a cyberweapon is identifiable only once it is used,
an intention being subjective a notion and hard to assess. It is possible to regulate cyberweapons
through an analogy with nuclear weapons, for instance39. This regulation could only be possible a
posteriori, once the weapon has been used, and cannot be autonomous: it hinges on the identification
of a cyberattack, given that the weapon must be used with this intent. Cyberweapon control therefore
stalls on the inadequacy of laws to cyberspace. To be deemed an armed aggression, the cyberattack
must have caused serious human or material damage 40 and be linked to a state, both elements being
difficult to establish. In addition, the impossibility of establishing the responsibility of anyone owning
these weapons but not using them would entice states to acquire them and would hamper the ability to
control, due to its downstream nature. Internationally, conventional armament control is blocked by
state reluctance, as is stressed by the opposition to verification mechanisms from the 1975 biological
arms convention41. It is very likely that cyberweapon regulation will run into the same problem,
perhaps in a harder way.

Conclusion
The reason why cyberpeace must be upheld also enables us to conclude that notions of war
and peace do bear a meaning in cyberspace. The real world and the virtual one permeate each
other plentifully. Current conflicts include a cyber dimension42. Cyberattacks have actual
consequences, as the 2007 Estonia attacks showed43. It is necessary to ensure cyberpeace, if
only because of the extent to which societies rely on information technologies. However,
those can be a tool for reconstructing peace, as they contribute to humanitarian operations45.
But the virtual nature of cyberspace makes the threats which it contains difficult to assess, and
the perception of their seriousness is altered. Defending cyberpeace requires legal and
political definitions, so as to identify what could jeopardize it. But as men have failed to
safeguard peace, cyberpeace may well be hard to reach.
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